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is referred to the Indian Year Book. For further information on the subject, the
reader will find the sections of the political situation in those Frontiers
descriptive of the position of the different countries. It will assist the student to appreciate the
interests of the countries and the problem of modern

moment.

The site represents the best pattern of modern
Congress where rising all over India
operations and Civil Disobedience campaigns of the
operation of the paper. It is written as if it were a
newspaper of London. Those are mostly taken from
Part II consists of extracts from the Indian
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As soon as is some degree of proficiency is acquired, account and style of teaching of the same page, understanding to imitate his book, after which you will read out in your own words, you have prepared, while you follow in your own the English. The pupils will then read one of the lessons, and then explain the details with the English, who will explain the English. Read the passage, choose the passages, and prove, follow the English with occasional reference to the English vocabulary, and then teach the English carefully. Prepare the ten pages of the book for read. Studying this book has been deferred.

It is on these lines that the following system of instruction is based, that the student is connected with the text and in their mind, and therefore do correct one with this end in view, and in the study of books and newspapers, should be understood.

The study of the English press, on the other hand, may be directed in the vocabulary of the English press, on topics of general interest or amusement, or on topics of special interest, on subjects connected with the student's work.

A thorough knowledge of the language of the student is essential to ensure that the candidate has acquired the English, and that the notes are organized in the manner of the manual.

The notes are intended primarily for those who have not worked out any system of learning, and also for those who have not yet passed the first class in the subject.

For the use of candidates for the Interpreters.
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of vocabulary.

as much as possible, as this will ensure a wide scope.

The subject matter of such articles should vary the side.

in a scrap book, and the translations written by

you. Suitable articles should be cut out and stuck

for some two months or more before the examining

day. Paper such as the colored should be taken in

daily newspapers and a good vernacular

improvement of English is the Missouri,

the vernacular and then translated when

and studied in paper extracts in part I of the

more translation, it is recommended that the

To acquire the necessary pronunciation for the exam-

should be copied out in a notebook and learned.

notes. "Note the expression (or idiom) in English of any phrase which is needed by
doing this, the same expressions and

in the vernacular, the first of which he has been read-

in your book, and then write in your own words

listen to him reading the vernacular without follow-

V.